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Administrative, faculty,
personnel shuffle
By ANDREW BELZ

President Marion Barnes anan
nounced recently the appointappoint
ment ooff E. Allen Duble as VicePresident for Development. The
represident
simultaneously re
leased information on several
faculty promotions.
Duble's new job will center
Duble’s
Covenant's "3F"
proaround Covenant’s
“3F ” pro
gram-friends,
freshgram—
friends, funds, and fresh
men. As described by President
Barnes, the first F, friends, is
puban area which includes all pub
lic relations. The second F
stands for financial support.
This aspect ooff the program
involves money raising from all
sources-churches,
sources—churches, corporations,
foundations, friends, parents,

and alumni,
alwnni, while the last area

has to do with recruiting for
for
both transfer and freshmen
students.
John Cummer, who has
worked in the development
office for three years, will
continue as Director ooff De
Development, a position which will
deal primarily in recruiting and
church relations.
The oresident
president defends the
necessity·
necessity of such a position
as Vice-President for DevelopDevelop
ment · on two points: 1) the
institution must have a good
student body to continue to
to
grow and · 2) $1000 in gifts and
grants are needed per year per
student. Both depend directly
I
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on the performance of
o f the
"I think the
development office. “I
move should strengthen the total
college," Dr. Barnes concluded
college,”
in . reference to the recent
appointment of Duble.

Dublt, a former employee
Duble,
employee. ooff
the college, has most recently
been employed by Mobile Com
Company for the southeast.
In addition, Dr. Barnes anan
nounced the promotion of
o f EdEd
Proward Kellogg to ·Assistant
Assistant Pro
fessor in the art department,
Jack Muller and Walter Bow
Bowman to Associate Professor ooff
EducaSociology and Physical Educa
tion, respectively, and Nicholas
Barker to Professor of English.

News
in brief
• President Marion Barnes was
a recent guest at a meeting ooff
· the American Council on Educa
Education in Washington, D. C. The Spring's favorite celebration.
invitation came to the president
the There is some interest in student opinion concerning
to represent the Council for the
Advancement of
o f Small Colleges, the brick samples that you’ve
you've been walking past on your
way to the library. The lower photograph shows the
of which he is board president.
Also present at Barnes’
Barnes' table sample which has mortar even with the edge ooff the
Prince- brick, while the upper photograph is of the mortar as
were the presidents ooff Prince
ton University and both
both the it would appear indented. Submit your opinion to the
New York and Minnesota uni
uni- student senate president.
versity systems.
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Duble

A visit with Lee Roberson ·
By KATHY
KA THY MOSTROM
On Tuesday, January 27, Jim
Jim
Drexler and I drove downtown
to the campus ooff Tennessee
Temple College to have an interivew with the founder and
chancellor ooff that institution,
Dr. Lee Roberson. We found
his office in one ooff the main
buildings and waited in the
11:00
reception room for 11
:00 to roll
around.
We were shown into Dr.
Roberson's office, and,
Roberson’s
and; after
a brief introduction, we settled
down to business.
Dr. Roberson was brusque
and to the point at first as we
asked the opening questions,
such as, “What
"What exactly is your
position and function here at
Tennessee Temple?"
Temple?” and "How
“How
did Temple get started?”
started?".. He
responded by saying that he is
the pastor ooff the Highland Park
adBaptist Church which is ad

jacent to the Tennessee Temple
campus, and founder and chan
chano f the college. He said
cellor of
that the college began on July
3, 1946 in a tent meeting, with
with
109 students enrolled the first
year. Now they
have 4,000 stustu
theyhave
dents attending the schools.
Roberson is proud of the
school’s
school's growth in numbers. He
attributes the growth to their
stand on the fundamentals, their
position on the Bible, their
evangelistic basis and their dedi
dedio f chur
cation to the building of
churches. He also added casually that
ninety per cent of all the stu
students at Temple are there be
because of the rules and regula
regulations. He felt that they were
advantageous instead ooff detri
detrimental to the growth ooff the
school.
Next Dr. Roberson dealt with
the issue ooff long hair and short

hair. Temple allows girls to
to
have short hair, while enforcing
the rule ooff the clean-cut, shorthaired, all-American look on
the men. Roberson explained
that a woman with short hair
still has hair longer than a man,
therefore the women of the col
college were not
~ege
not_instructed to have
their hair long in accordance
with the verse which states, “it
"it
is a glory for a woman to have
long hair.”
hair." (He used my hair
haircut and his haircut as an exam
example. My hair was longer than
than
his, therefore I had "long
“long hair.”)
hair.")
Dr. Roberson became verbose
when he started into the subject
of the differences between a
a
man and a woman. His own
personal view was that there
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UPSHOT
EDITORIAL
The corporate structure in regard to academic endeavor
In a recent meeting of the and desirability of the prepre
Student
Development
Task capitalist university, but these
Team, discussions of the future are generally ignored. (Not that
program of Covenant College a return to the medieval school
included comments that we as a is to be considered totally
col
college should "capitalize"
“ capitalize” on preferable to the present colsug legiate situation, but it does
the local tourist trade. The sugo f a contrasting
o f a by virtue of
gestion provokes images of
campus similar to the one alternative bring into focus some
criticisms
Barnett’s cartoon viable options to
depicted in Barnett's
o f c.urrent
current forms.)
of the last issue. One could of
Rather than either unquesunques
“Visit Covenvision the logo "Visit
o f the culcul
enantland” painted on barn- tioning acceptance of
enantland"
tops within a 100-mile radius tural norm or a longing for a
of
o f Lookout Mountain; car bumbum preindustrial situation it seems
pers emblazoned "Castle
“Castle in that an authentic reexamination
the Clouds"
Clouds” in the manner of
o f of the problem might arrive at
Ruby Falls, would alone be various conclusions. First of
all, the business structure and
wis .all,
cause for questioning the wisdom of
o f adopting a commercial the attitudes which attend it are
detrimental to scholastic purpur
motif.
par
But the difficulty is not in pose, not to mention their paro u t
whether Covenant should broad
broad- ticipation in an unjust and outen its functions into the business moded socio-economic form.
Just as important in concon
world, for prevalent attitude and
o f the corcor
practic;e
practice so that the college alal sidering the utility of
realiza
ready is a business, and this is porate structure is the realizacol
manifested in the very organizaorganiza tion that a college is not a colo f buildings, or the
tion it possesses. The above- lection of
mentioned suggestion was folfol documents granting ownership
o f the land to a particular
lowed by a comment that we of
may find it necessary to in- group of people. Rather, the

and the former two should
illus- applied to a college results
As this instance should illus
r~sults in
exist only insofar as they serve trate, the potential for disregard a double alienation—
alienation-students
students
that purpose
purpose..
of faculty and student wishes have no practical control over
Ownership or control of a is so great under a business the education they are involved
college by those not directly m
motif
otif that a reexamination ooff its with, and they must deal with
involved in the "doing"
“doing” of nature and an inquiry into its it as a commodity having defi
defieducation amounts to a pre
pre- usefulness carries an importance nite quantitative measure.
tense. And, as illustrated in of greater priority than almost
Authentic · student control
ad- any other issue concerning the would better guarantee protec
the reaction of university ad
protecministrations to student dis
dis- college. Yet such a question is tion ooff student . interests (such
sent in the 60s, it can amount only on the rarest occasion as a wide variety ooff perspectives
to injustice. Here the criticism discussed.
available in terms of visiting
of
o f student spokesmen such as
What exactly is the academic speakers, etc.) since the students
James Kunen and Daniel Cohn- application of a corporate struc
on
struc- may be more easily counted on
Bendit offer revealing analysis ture? First ooff all, one may note not to adopt policies which
to the shame of the corporate that it is found in virtually all would further limit the exercise
structure in the academic world. American educational institu
intellecinstitu- of academic inquiry and intellec
This confusion of corporate and tions, sec;ular
Fur- tual development. For similar
secular or religious. Fur
academic is compounded at Cov
Cov- thermore, it is characterized by reasons we can count on ad
adenant with the carrying out of major policy decisions and ministrative bureaucracy to op
opecclesiastical functions as well.
pose;: any real and significant
claims of ownership residing in . pose
stu the upper levels of organization.
An alternative system of studichange, particularly in the di
dent control, beginning with spespe Just as an industrial corporation
democrection ooff participatory democ
cifics such as chapel, rules of is controlled by means ooff a racy, because they tend to pro
proconduct, and monetary policies board ooff directors, we have a tect their interests as they perper
-all
dis- board of trustees, members of ceive them. The objection that
—all areas of
o f .at
at least some dis
satisfaction-is
satisfaction—is rarely formulated which are often drawn from the
student control presupposes selfor advanced. The need, however, business world. And correspon
correspon- motivation on the part of stustu
is clear.
factory's class of dents prompts the replay that
ding to a factory’s
A recent example ooff just how managers there is the college any other attitude is hardly
detrimental to academic quality administration, which, despite conducive to genuine
genuire learning
learning
and freedom the corporate struc- the size ooff Covenant, is by no
colregardless ooff what form a col
conlege adopts, and student con
-ttr,:,l
r o l would be an advantageous
alternative over a situation
which alienates students from
disthe scholastic , task and dis
courages the "doing"
“doing” .of
of educa
educato
tion by giving them little to
say over the direction and
content ooff their studies. The
qualities that student control
would bring to the academic
,,,,-- ----..._
task are those which would
/
4e
encourage authentic learning:
/
/\ LINtlT
decision, confidence and self1
reliance, critical inquiry, and
a sense of
o f genuine freedom
and responsibility. If these val
values ooff human worth are not
~
) ,, .
to be found in a Christian con
con~\ -'11
·
text, then where?
It is my belief that the col
college would evolve into a place
learnfor those who want to learn—
.,/ --:'
those individuals should not be
- .,,,_.
,.,
discouraged because ooff an inin
_,,,,_--,-------...
\/
'r
k:
C
appropriate
organizational
form
j
imposed on a situation intended
.-- --·- ... ----·
learning .
for learning.
In conclusion, the control
and regulation ooff education by
those not directly involved, i.e.
others than faculty and students,
tends toward inflexibility in
policy and a manipulation and
limiting over the direction that
“doing” the
- - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - , . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ those
those "doing"
the education
education
may take. If students are ever
college must be defined as ture.
ture _can be is the censorship of means small in power or number to assume the characteristics
volve ourselves in "other
“other kinds
members. Finally, just as of decisiveness and responsibility
that matrix of
o f relationships the Toronto speakers on our ooff members.
o f business besides education."
education.”
of
arising from a community of
o f campus. The order was handed capitalism maintains below it they must begin now, because
There you have the obvious
people that is required for the down from the board on a re
re- classes ooff blue and white collar the nature ooff their total educa
educayet rarely acknowledged concon
occasion or taking place of
o f the commendation by the adminis
adminis- workers, a college has a faculty tional experience is such that
fession that we are taking a
academic task. In other words, tration. But the actual groups and student body. And, as in it will have immeasurable influ
influbusiness approach to furthering
the students and teachers inin involved in the learning process—
process- a factory, where it is the workers ence throughout their lives.
the academic task. Consider, if
volved in the actual "doing"
“doing” the faculty and student bbodyo d y - who produce the production, Furthermore, the way that
that- we
you will, the implications of
o f this,
of education are the college. had absolutely no say in the education must be said to reside structure our environment is a
for Covenant is admittedly modm od
We should cease defining the decision. And it further seems in the “lower
"lower classes”
classes" of the reflection ooff our attitudes and
eled after the fashion of
o f an
process of education in terms that prejudice ooff the RPCES academic community. So why, feelings ooff self • worth. Will
industrial corporation.
Never
of
o f some abstract entity characcharac against the doctrine ooff their we ask with Marx, do not students allow themselves to be
once is it asked whether such
terized only by the location of Reformed brethren motivated ownership and control also re
re- continually reduced to the
the' status
a form is appropriate to an
various
buildings.
Furthermore,
in
these
“classes”
?
side
"classes"?
The
the
decision.
Tornoto's
Tornoto’s
views,
ooff commodities within a comcom
educational task, much less
it should be noted that the it appears, have been placed situation is aggravated in that mercial framework? The corpor
corporw:1ether
whether such acceptance of
o f the
only justification for the exisexis ,on the Index and the board, the students play not only the ate structure, by its very nature,
American capitalist form of
tence of a board of trustees and Bill Gothard-like, is protecting role ooff "workers"
“workers” in "pro“pro conflicts with the aims of educaeduca
organization has any ethical
an administration is to structure the intellectual innocence of ducing”
ducing" the education, but also tion, and the response of stu
stujustification.
a context for a learning process Covenant. At the expense of ooff "consumers"
“ consumers” in "purchasing"
“purchasing” dents to that structure may
One occasionally hears voices
involving faculty and students, academic freedom, ooff course.
course .
corporate structure answer
it. Thus the corporate,
~nswcr the question.
- GS
—
pointing out the advantages
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More than.
than
a former president

Goin' cuckoo
Goin’

By JOHN N. SOMERVILLE
dis
should always be a great distinction between the sexes,
which was the reasoning behind
the rule at Temple that women
wear skirts or dresses. (Again
he used me as an example, this
time in a blunt, open way,
by pointing out that I was
wearing m
en’s clothing-I
clothing—I had
men's
chosen to wear nice pants to
the interview—
and that he be
interview-and
believed that I was wrong. I asked
him what Scripture he could
use to back his statement up,
and he replied, "I
“I don't
don’t have
to back it up.”
up." He said that
it was his own personal belief,
but that it was written
w ritten all over
the place. I quickly changed
the subject.)
Again, Dr. Roberson said that
rules do not hinder the progress
ooff growth for Tennessee Temple.
They seem to be an attraction
for the majority of
o f students.
Dr. . Roberson stated that
Christians·
Christians should not engage in
any action which would hinder
non-Chrsitians coming to the
Lord. These actions would in
include smoking, drinking, moviegoing and dancing. These prac
practices, he said, do not help to
win souls, they hinder. ChrisChris
tians should be very conscious
of what kind of witness they
have to the world.

Tennessee Temple has an
ideal situation (geographically)
to have some kind ooff outside
contact with the people of
the city. Roberson remarked
ministhat they had no definite minis
try to the area except through
the
Highland Park . Baptist
Church, and other smaller affiliaffili
ated chapels spread throughout
Chatt;mooga.
Chattanooga.
What exactly did Dr. RoberRober
'What
son think of
o f when he thought of
Covenant College? Roberson was
kind in his reply and stayed on
safe ground. He said that CoveCove
nant isa Christian school, with
much the same basic beliefs.
Covenant is not as strict as
Temple and the two schools
have a different dedication to
the training of
o f Christian workwork
ers. Temple turns out more
Christian workers percentage
percentagewise than Covenant. And, ooff
denomina
course, Covenant is denominationally backed, while Temple
is independent (although the
church is Baptist).
We asked if it would be
feasible for Covenant and Tem
Temple to get together in some kind
Roberson's
ooff outing or picnic. Roberson’s
response was at first a little
doubtful because of the difdif
ferences in standards among the
students, but after time he

seemed to like the idea more.
He didn't
didn’t think that it would
be a great success, but thought
maybe 50-100 people might
become involved.
I asked Dr. Roberson whether
he thought the sports rivalry
between the two schools was
good, or whether it caused
problems. He lit up at the
mention of
o f sports and said
most definitely the rivalry was
good and acceptable. He be
believes that competition and
rivalry between Christians is
a healthy thing.
All
A
ll in all, our interview,
though much :oo
ioo brief, _. was
a good chance to talk .face-to-face
_face-to_-face
with a person ooff significance
who was affiliated with
with Ten
Tennessee Temple College, Cove
Covenant's
n a n t’s "arch-rival."
“arch-rival.” Dr. Lee ·
Roberson impressed me as a man
of
o f strong character, who knows
what he believes and sticks
to it, even though I might
not agree with some ooff his
views. He was most cordial.
IItt would seem good fo
forr Cove
Covenant students to begin to realize
that even though the students
and faculty and administration
of
o f Temple think differently
than we do, we're
w e ’re still in the
same fa
family-whether
m ily-w h eth er we like
it or not.
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one spirit thus
thus seise,
While the one
~.
the oother's
the
th e r’s crying
on me w
Wailed on
ith abound
with
a sound
lamentable,
so lam
entable,
1I swooned for pitly like as I
dying ...
were dying.
..
-Dante,
-D
a n te , The Inferno
Inferno

As Dante was overcome by
the suffering and anguish of
of
those that he encountered in var
various levels ooff hell, I was similarly
troubled by the immense agonies
ooff human life explored in Milos
Forman?s
Form
an’s One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's
Nest.
C uckoo’s N
est. Though I did
not actually faint, still the pow
powerful emotional impact ooff the
film was such that it left me
at the same time both
both stunned
and disquieted.
Forman's story is taken from
Forman’s
a novel by the same man, writ
written in 1962 by Kenneth Kesey,
a then-aspiring American novel
novelKesey's point was
ist. While Kesey’s
basically anti-establishment re
reflecting his strong counter-culturalist views, Forman takes
the story in a slightly different
direction,highlighting
instead the
direction,highlightinginstead

preferability ooff a real and active
environment to one that is
sterile. This is not to say that
the director completely reor
reorganizes the themes and ideas
presented in the book. Rather,
Forman makes use ooff Kesey’s
Kesey's
Forman
basic story and places his em
emphasis on points other than
than
those the author intended,
magnifiachieving his purpose magnifi
cently without doing harm to
the original work.
Tbe story takes place in a
mental institution in Oregon
during the autumn ooff 1963,
centering on the arrival of a
new inmate and his impact
on the fellow residents ooff
his ward. What is peculiar is
that this new patient, R. P.
McMurphy (played superbly by
Jack Nicholson), is not men
mentally ill, but is only acting
that way in order to get free
from a prison work detail. The
rest ooff the movie deals with
how McMurphy engineers a
variety ooff activities which are
far more therapeutic for his
fellow inmates than the treat
treatments ordered by the doctors
in charge. And here the con
conemerge,
flicts of the story . emerge.

McMurfor the approach that McMur
phy takes is contrary to the pro
procedures ooff therapy established
by the hospital staff. In response
to any positive gains that he
makes, the nurses and doctors
inevitably put an end to them,
destroying what McMurphy has
accomplished, and destroying
the patients in the process.
Forman's
Still, Form
an’s conclusion,
as expressed in the escape ooff
McMurphy's
the Indian after McMurphy’s
death, is somewhat more op
opthJ1istic than the pain and
timistic
story
the frustrations of the story
would suggest. Here, in the
Forman's theme,
ambiguity of Forman’s
in the pain and the atmosphere
director's
ooff insanity, and in the director’s
interplay ooff these, is where
our emotions are worked upon.
Forman uses heavy juxtaposition
juxtaposition
ooff incidents (a party, a suicide,
etc.) to exercise our emotions,
leaving us almost as helpless as
those windswept lovers in Dan
Dante's
"Circle ·of
Lustful"
te
’s “Circle
of the Lustful”
(Dante, The Inferno, Canto
V). It is an exhausting experi
experience.
polThough not the most pol
ished or highly complex film,

One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
certainly. one ooff the
Nest is certainly,
most powerful and engaging
movies I have viewed in some
time. While it tends at times
towards melodrama and there
is a liberal use of R-rated lan
language, Forman does quite well
in realistically and effectively
effectively
presenting his point. His charac
characters are well developed, and are
each of great individual interest
(the childish Martini; McMur
McMurphy; the stuttering, motherdominated Billy Bibbitt), pro
providing the only source ooff plea
pleasure in the sterile institutional
environment ooff the hospital
ward. Through them and their
deinter-relationships, Forman de
velops his conflicts very power
powerfully, and at no point does the
story lose its interest or ex
excitement. It is a movie that is
both enjoyable and thoughtprovoking, touching deeply on
viewer's emotions. It is a
the viewer’s
film that I feel is well worth
worth
seeing .
seeing.
One Flew Over the C
uckoo’s
Cuckoo's
Nest. Adapted for the cinema
by Lawrence Howben and Bo
Gok\man . Directed by Milos
Goldman.
Forman.
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SPORTS

Intramurals
update
STANDINGS
o f 2/16/76
Through games of
7-1
Dudts
Beirut Bombers
7-1
Underdogs
6-1
B.V.D.'s
6Jl
6h
B.V.D.’s
Bad Company
5-2
Catacomb Charismatics
4-3
Jazzmen
3-4
Gruner's
3-5
Gruner’s Gunners
G-Men
2-5
Swish Kids
2-6
Upsetters
0-7
Soulful Swifties
0-7
TOP OFFENSIVE TEAMS
73.0
67.0
66.0
57
.0
57.0
55.0
52.0
52.0
47
.0
47.0
36.0
36.0

B.V.D.’s
B.V.D.'s
Dudts
Underdogs
Catacomb Charismatics
Bad Company
Beirut Bombers
Jazzmen
Gruner’s Gunners
Gruner's
Swish Kids
G-Men

TOP DEFENSIVE TEAMS
Underdogs
33.0
Dudts
Dud
ts
38.0
B.V.D.’s
B.V.D.'s
44.0
Beirut Bombers
44.0
G-Men
49.0
Bad Company
52.0
Gruner's
53.0
Gruner’s ·Gunners
Gunners
Jazzmen
53.0
53.0
Catacomb Charismatics
Swish Kids
56.0
TOP SCORERS
Dennis Bone
Guy Porcella
GuyPorcella
Leroy Higgins
Dave Orders
Dave Nelson
Phil Dudt
Jan Dudt
Don Harding
Brad Gruner
Ken Ingraham
Doug Swaggerty
Jay Stewart
Chip Struck
Bruce Short
Bill Goette

24.223.0
20.8
19.3
17.l
17.l
16.7
16.7
16.3
15.0
14.6
14.3
14.2
14.l
13.2
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Historic week: Covenant 1;I; Refs 1;I; Bethel 1
By JAMES DREXLER
For those Scot fans who were
at the Bradley County gym
approximately a year ago, the
Covenant-Lee game Tuesday
night provided sweet memories
as the Scots rallied from the
o f defeat and went on
hands of
to capture a pulsating 87-81
overtime victory in a barn
barnburner at Lee.
mus
Covenant, only able to muster,
ter 46 points in the first thirty
minutes of
o f the game, exploded
for 41 markers in the final third
of
o f the game, including an inin
credible 16 points in just five
minutes of overtime, as they
overcame an eleven point deficit
enroute to their victory. Bruce
MacDonald and Pete Waid, who
combined for 45 points and 24
rebounds for the night, led
the assault with 14 and eight
points respectively. But it was
Covenant's
Covenant’s clutch free throw
air tight
shooting and some ai~
defense that provided the Scots
with their eleventh win in
twenty games. Dave Raih once
again gave the Scots their
winning margin as he scored
the last six points for CoveCove
nant, finishing the game with
ten. The Scots shot poorly from
the floor·
floor but the difference was
made up at the charity strip
where Covenant outscored the
Vikings 117-11,
7-11 , the same spread
as the final score showed. Bob
Signorino contributed 16 points
to the
the winning cause, including
minute
six big ones in the five ~inute
overtime period.
“ It would have been easy
"It
concede be
for the guys to concede·
beo f our conference record,
cause of
blit they hung on and didn't
didn’t
bht
re
give up,”
up;" Coach Fitzgerald re“The bench did a super
marks. "The
job (I
(188 points and nine assists)
and our defense was really
strong.”
strong."

nant scored eight unanswered
points to close within five,
32-37. The half ended 37-33,
Temple, and a stunned group of
Crusaders fled to the locker
room to regroup.
Temple, which placed all of
its starters in double figures,
gradually pulled away in the
second half until they owned
a ten point lead, 70-60, with
about four minutes left to
play. Tom Hall then took
charge as he hit five of
o f seven
straight Scot points as CoveCove
nant roared back to within
three. But Hall fouled out as
he . was called for charging,
the fourth Scotsman to draw
five · fouls. Covenant did pull
within two points, 71-69, but
after a freak three point play
by Temple's
Temple’s Mike Cunningham
put the Crusaders up by five,
the chance for a second straight
comeback win was removed.
Bruce MacDonald played an
outstanding game as he scored
24 points and pulled down -12
12
errant shots. He played the
post position well after Pete
Waid got into foul trouble, a
big · difference in the ballgame.
Waid was forced to the bench
o f the second half
for much of
and as a result hit for only
four points. Craig Grismore and
Bob Signorino also hit double
figures, as they scored 12 and
IO
10 points respectively.
respectively. Tom
Tom
Hall finished with nine while
and Dave Raih
Scott Bowman .and
chipped in with eight apiece.
The bench had another strong
performance as they scored
o f the points and pulled
a third of
o f the rebounds.
down a quarter of
Temple virtually won the
game from the line as they
outscored Covenant 21-15. The
of
Crusaders had a potential of
45 shots but were only able
to hit a cold fifty five percent
o f the charity tosses in a foulof
plagued game that saw 46 calls
made, 31 against the Scots.
Temple hit 49 per cent from
the field while Covenant concon
tinued to shoqt
shoot poorly, hitting
only 43 percent.

o f a win
The ever elusive dream of
at Temple will have to wait for
another year. The Scots had
their chances down the stretch
couldn’t quite do the
but couldn't
task—beat
seemingly impossible task-beat
“I think
Temple at Temple. "I
they (Temple) know that they Saturday night, the Scots
gift,” said Coach faced an anti-climactic game
have got a gift,"
Fitzgerald, after a heartbreaking with Bethel College, and as a
Thurs result, dropped their final home
loss to the Crusaders on Thursday night, 77-75, before an game of
o f the season 7
76-79.
6-79.
overflow crowd at McGilvary Covenant trailed by as much
Gym.
as seventeen in the first half
"I
“I am really pleased with the but roared back and took a three
way the guys consistently came point lead, 63-60, with 9:30
back despite adverse conditions. left in the game. The Scots went
This was probably the first time cold and could only muster six
that a Covenant team was not more points in the last ten
intimidated by Temple or their minutes, · however, compared
home crowd. Although some to Bethel's
Bethel’s fourteen. Bruce MacMac
o f the key calls made down Donald, who has averaged 27
of
the stretch were bad for us, the points in his last five games,
guys weren't
weren’t affected by the once again led the Scots with
officiating. They just played 26 points and nine rebounds.
ball.” The frustration of many Bob Signorino finished with
ball."
questionable calls seemed to 17 points
points as
as the
the Scots
Scots closed
closed
culminate with approximately out their regular season with
two minutes remaining when an even record, 11-11. Bethel,
Tom Hall, who played excellentexcellent as Temple, placed all . five starstar
ly off the bench, was called ters in double figures as they
for charging on a fastbreak ended their regular season, I166layup, his fifth for the game.
layup,
10 .
10.
o f the
For fifteen minutes of
The Scots will be participa
participafirst half, Temple threatened to ting in the S.C.A.C
S.C.A.C.. Tournament
o f the game as this Friday and Saturday nights.
make a rout of
they opened up as much as fiffif Covenant will play Bryan in the
teen point leads. But after a first round
round,, and the games will
an alteration was be played at Bradley County
time-out and an·
Scots’ press,
Cove Gym in Cleveland
made in the Scots'
press, CoveCleveland,, Tennessee.

